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Mac OS X Advanced Development TechniquesSams Publishing, 2003
          Mac OS X Advanced Development Techniques introduces intermediate to advanced developers to a wide range of topics they will not find so extensively detailed anywhere else.

The book concentrates on teaching Cocoa development first, and then takes that knowledge and...
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Hardening LinuxApress, 2005
"Hardening" is the process of protecting a system and its applications against unknown threats. And Hardening Linux will explain the main steps that any Network or Systems Administrator needs to take, to protect his computers that run on Linux. This book discusses security of mail servers, web servers, and file servers, as well as...
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Apple Boot Camp Public Beta First LookO'Reilly, 2006
Unlike emulation systems such as Microsoft's Virtual PC, Apple's new Boot Camp takes advantage of the fact that your new Intel-equipped iMac, Mac mini or MacBook Pro uses the same type of Intel processor that normal Windows PCs use, allowing you to now run Windows XP on your Intel-equipped Mac at full speed. While most of the information currently...
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C# 3.0 Unleashed: With the .NET Framework 3.5Sams Publishing, 2008
Whether you need an approachable on-ramp to .NET or you want to enhance your skills, C# 3.0 Unleashed is a comprehensive, in-depth guide to the solutions you seek. You’ll learn to do more with the new tools that are available, including Visual Studio 2008 and the .NET Framework Class Libraries. Throughout this book, you’ll get a...
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Pragmatic Guide to Subversion (Pragmatic Guides)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2010

	
		Subversion sets the standard in version control systems. Championed by open-source developers, Subversion is behind some of today's biggest and most important software, including Apache, FreeBSD, Ruby, and MediaWiki. But more than just a tool for open-source collaboration, Subversion has made a significant impact in the corporate...
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Windows 95 in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick Reference (In a Nutshell (O'Reilly))O'Reilly, 1998

	
		Windows 95 in a Nutshell is a comprehensive, compact reference that systematically unveils what serious users of Windows 95 will find interesting and useful. Little known details of the operating system, utility programs, and configuration settings are all captured in a consistent reference format.This is the first book in...
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Microsoft SharePoint 2016 Keyboard Shortcuts For Windows (Shortcut Matters)CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	This browser-based collaboration and document management platform developed by Microsoft Corporation can be made livelier by a user depending on the person’s level of acquaintanceship with the platform. You have to liven up yours so that people around you can ask you “how come?” To achieve this, you have to learn to use...
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Developing Bots with Microsoft Bots Framework: Create Intelligent Bots using MS Bot Framework and Azure Cognitive ServicesApress, 2017

	
		Develop Intelligent Bots using Microsoft Bot framework (C# and Node.js), Visual Studio Enterprise & Code, Microsoft Azure and Cognitive Services. This book shows you how to develop great Bots, publish to Azure and register with Bot portal so that customers can connect and communicate using famous communication channels...
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Migrating from Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0 to Windows Server 2003Microsoft Press, 2003
Get real-world guidance—direct from the Microsoft Windows Server 2003  team—for planning and deploying an upgrade from Windows NT 4.o to Windows Server  2003 for your small or medium-sized business. This book delivers  straightforward, step-by-step instructions on how to upgrade to an Active  Directory directory service environment;...
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Samba-3 by Example: Practical Exercises to Successful Deployment (2nd Edition) (Bruce Perens Open Source)Prentice Hall, 2005
The Practical, Tested, Step-by-Step Samba-3 Guidebook Has Now Been Fully Updated!


The definitive Samba-3 guidebook has been completely updated to reflect the latest Samba releases and migration techniques. This book’s complete configuration files, step-by-step implementation  instructions, network diagrams, and...
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C# and the .NET Platform, Second EditionApress, 2003
C# and the .NET Platform, Second Edition starts with a brief overview of the C# language and then quickly moves
to key technical and architectural issues for .NET developers. Not only is there extensive coverage of the .NET
Framework, but Andrew Troelsen also shows programmers what they need to know about such necessary, but
subtle,...
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IT Administrator's Top Ten Introductory Scripts for Windows (Administrator's Advantage Series)Charles River, 2004
A key problem with Microsoft Windows is that its friendly user interface can get in the way of efficient system administration. There's no easy way, for example, to use the graphical administration tools to determine which of your users have passwords that will soon expire. The answers to such problems of administration come in the form of scripts...
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